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 2 

Abstract: 30 

During plant development, a precise balance of cytokinin is crucial for correct growth and 31 

patterning, but it remains unclear how this is achieved across different cell types and in the 32 

context of a growing organ. Here we show that, in the root apical meristem, the TMO5/LHW 33 

complex increases active cytokinin levels via two cooperatively acting enzymes. By profiling 34 

the transcriptomic changes of increased cytokinin at single cell level, we further show that 35 

this effect is counteracted by a tissue specific increase in CYTOKININ OXIDASE 3 36 

expression via direct activation of the mobile transcription factor SHORTROOT. In summary 37 

we show that within the root meristem, xylem cells act as a local organizer of vascular 38 

development by non-autonomously regulating cytokinin levels in neighboring procambium 39 

cells via sequential induction and repression modules. 40 

 41 

One-Sentence Summary: Non-cell autonomous and spatiotemporal regulation of cytokinin 42 

levels control primary vascular development in Arabidopsis  43 
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The plant vasculature is a complex tissue composed of multiple cell types, each with a 44 

specific function 1. In the Arabidopsis root apical meristem during primary growth, vascular 45 

tissues are organized according to a bilateral symmetry with a central xylem axis flanked by 46 

two phloem poles with intervening procambium cells 1,2. Previous work has shown that this 47 

patterning is established and maintained by a domain of high auxin signaling in the xylem 48 

cells and a domain of high cytokinin signaling in the procambium and phloem cell lineages 3-49 

5, making this an excellent model system to study coordinated development involving 50 

intercellular communication, hormonal signaling, and crosstalk. On a molecular level, growth 51 

and patterning of vascular tissues is in part driven by the heterodimer formed by the basic 52 

helix loop helix transcription factors TARGET OF MONOPTEROS 5 and LONESOME 53 

HIGHWAY (TMO5/LHW) 6-11. This complex triggers local biosynthesis of cytokinin via 54 

direct activation of LONELY GUY 3 and 4 (LOG3/4) 4,5. This xylem-derived cytokinin is 55 

thought to diffuse to neighboring procambium cells where it drives vascular proliferation by 56 

activating downstream target genes, including members of the DNA‐binding‐with‐one‐finger 57 

(DOF)-type transcription factor family 12,13. Although it is clear that TMO5/LHW plays an 58 

important role in controlling vascular growth and patterning 4,5, it remains unclear how 59 

appropriate cytokinin levels are maintained in each cell type in the context of a growing 60 

tissue 14. 61 

 62 

BGLU44 and LOG4 cooperatively produce active cytokinin downstream of 63 

TMO5/LHW 64 

TMO5/LHW activity is dependent on the phytohormone cytokinin as this dimer is inactive 65 

when cytokinin biosynthesis (e.g. in a log1234578 mutant 15,16) or signaling (e.g. in a wol 66 

mutant 17) are perturbed 4. Although LOG3 and LOG4 were identified as main target genes of 67 

the TMO5/LHW dimer 4,5, misexpression of LOG genes does not result in the strong 68 

cytokinin-related vascular phenotypes observed upon exogenous cytokinin treatment or 69 

TMO5/LHW induction 4, suggesting that additional factors are involved in releasing active 70 

cytokinin. To identify such factors, we overlapped genes co-expressed with LOG4 in a high 71 

spatiotemporal resolution single cell dataset (Fig. 1a, Fig. S1 and Data S1) 18 with a list of 72 

putative TMO5/LHW target genes 13. The overlap contained the closely related LOG3 4,5, the 73 

negative regulator of TMO5/LHW activity SACL3 7,11 and an uncharacterized beta-74 

glucosidase family member BGLU44/AT3G18080 (Fig. 1a, Fig. S2a-c and Data S1). By Q-75 

RT-PCR analysis, we found that relative expression levels of BGLU44 were increased upon 76 
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TMO5/LHW induction and reduced in tmo5 single, double and triple mutant backgrounds 77 

(Fig. 1b), similar to LOG4 4. We next constructed a pBGLU44-nYFP/GUS reporter line and 78 

found BGLU44 expressed in the root apical meristem along the xylem axis and in xylem pole 79 

associated pericycle and endodermis cells as predicted by scRNA-seq atlas data 18 (Fig. 1c-d, 80 

Fig. S2a-c), and identical to LOG4 expression patterns in this tissue 4. Induction of the 81 

TMO5/LHW heterodimer throughout the root meristem (using a dexamethasone (DEX) 82 

double inducible pRPS5A::TMO5:GR x pRPS5A::LHW:GR or dGR line 13) triggered both 83 

increased and ectopic pBGLU44::nYFP/GUS expression (Fig. 1e-f, Fig. S2d-g), suggesting 84 

BGLU44 acts downstream of TMO5/LHW. By ChIP-Q-RT-PCR analysis, we found a 85 

significant binding of TMO5-GR/LHW-GR to the BGLU44 promoter region, indicating 86 

BGLU44 is a direct target of TMO5/LHW (Fig. S3a). Taken together, these results confirm 87 

the TMO5/LHW-dependent co-expression of BGLU44 and LOG4. 88 

BGLU44 is a member of the glycoside hydrolase family 1, comprising over 40 members in 89 

both Arabidopsis and rice 19. Although BGLU proteins have been implicated in various 90 

developmental processes including mobilization of storage compounds 20 and reconstruction 91 

of cell walls 21, the beta-glucosidase Zm-p60.1 in maize was shown to cleave biologically 92 

inactive cytokinin conjugates to release active cytokinin 22. To investigate the possibility that 93 

BGLU44 would have a similar role in Arabidopsis, we misexpressed BGLU44 from the 94 

strong meristematic RPS5A promoter 23 (Fig. S2h-j) and analyzed xylem differentiation in 95 

the root as proxy for active cytokinin levels 4. As positive control, TMO5/LHW 96 

misexpression (dGR line) resulted in a loss of protoxylem differentiation compared to the 97 

wild type control situation (Fig. 1k,l). We did not observe any differences in the 98 

pRPS5A::BGLU44 line compared to wild type plants (Fig. 1g, i, l, Fig. S2h). Considering 99 

that the pRPS5A::LOG4 misexpression line shows mild vascular defects in the root meristem 100 

4 (Fig. 1g, h, l), we hypothesized that both enzymes might work in a cooperative manner. We 101 

thus combined both misexpression lines via crossing (pRPS5A::LOG4 x pRPS5A::BGLU44) 102 

and observed a defect in silique positioning on the stem (Fig. S2h-i) and an increase in root 103 

hairs (Fig. S2t-w) as also seen in TMO5/LHW misexpressing 18 and cytokinin overproducing 104 

plants 24. When analyzing the root meristem vascular tissues, we found an almost complete 105 

loss of protoxylem differentiation in the root (Fig. 1j-l), phenocopying the higher cytokinin 106 

levels found in TMO5/LHW misexpression lines 4. Fitting with this observation, combined 107 

misexpression of LOG4 and BGLU44 resulted in a small but significant increase in the 108 

number of vascular cell files (Fig. S2k-o). Similarly, a newly generated bglu44 loss-of-109 
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function CRISPR line, which led to a large fragment deletion, did not result in a strong 110 

phenotype, but enhanced the reduction of vascular cell numbers when combined with log4 or 111 

log3 log4 mutants (Fig. S4), suggesting that LOG4 and BGLU44 play a role in vascular 112 

proliferation. To further understand if increased LOG4 and BGLU44 expression are related to 113 

increased levels of active cytokinin, we next analyzed the TCSn reporter for cytokinin 114 

signaling 13,25 fused to the nuclear tdTomato fluorescent protein (pTCSn::ntdT) in the 115 

combined misexpression background. Confocal imaging confirmed that plants 116 

overexpressing both LOG4 and BGLU44, but not the individual factors, caused increased 117 

expression of TCSn, which was most prominent in the ground tissues that typically show 118 

very low TCSn expression in wild type plants (Fig. 1m-q, Fig. S2p-s). Finally, we assayed 119 

the enzymatic activity of the BGLU44 protein (for production and purification, see 120 

supplemental Materials and Methods). First, we tested specificity of BGLU44 activity in 121 

vitro for several glucose conjugated CK substrates and found that it is specific to O-glucoside 122 

cytokinin species (Fig. 1r). Moreover, BGLU44 is able to cleave the inactive conjugated 123 

tZOG and tZROG species into the bio-active tZ and tZR (Fig. 1s and Data S5). Measuring 124 

the endogenous cytokinin profiles of 7-day-old root tips in LOG4, BGLU44, LOG4/BGLU44 125 

and dGR misexpression lines revealed that the combined misexpression of LOG4 and 126 

BGLU44 resulted in a similar increase in cytokinin levels as previously shown for 127 

TMO5/LHW 4 (Fig. 1t and Data S5). Taken together, our results show that BGLU44 and 128 

LOG4 cooperatively act downstream of TMO5/LHW to release active cytokinin in the 129 

vascular bundle of the root meristem, hereby controlling primary vascular development. 130 

 131 

CKX3 balances cytokinin levels downstream of TMO5/LHW 132 

Cytokinin levels need to be well balanced in space and time to allow normal development. 133 

Indeed, high levels of active cytokinin disturb normal vascular cell proliferation, patterning 134 

and differentiation 15,16,26,27 (Fig. 3n). The active cytokinin produced in the central xylem axis 135 

- where TMO5/LHW activity overlaps with LOG4 and BGLU44 expression - is thought to 136 

diffuse to neighboring procambium and phloem cells 3-5 which show high levels of cytokinin 137 

signaling. In order to understand the tissue specific responses of increased cytokinin levels, 138 

we profiled the transcriptional effect of cytokinin treatment on root meristem cells at single 139 

cell resolution (Fig. 2a-b) (see Supplemental Materials and Methods section for experimental 140 

details and analysis pipeline). After filtering, we retained about 10K high quality cells for 141 

each sample with a minimal UMI count of more than 1000 (Fig. 2a). Clear transcriptional 142 
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changes are observed for most cell types, while some subpopulations remain largely 143 

unaffected such as e.g. the protoxylem and columella cells (Fig. S5a-c), suggesting tissue-144 

specific responses. As expected, primary response genes of the cytokinin signaling pathway 145 

such as A-type ARABIDOPSIS RESPONSE REGULATORS (ARR) were recovered as 146 

cytokinin inducible in all cell clusters (Data S2). We next created transcriptional reporter 147 

lines for 12 genes previously uncharacterized for cytokinin response in the root meristem and 148 

showing tissue specific cytokinin responses. These lines show both the predicted tissue 149 

specific expression pattern in the mock situation and the tissue specific induction kinetics 150 

after cytokinin treatment in the root (Fig. S6), thus validating the predictive power of our 151 

dataset. 152 

Given that procambium cells are those responding to cytokinin levels with respect to cell 153 

proliferation in our system, we next searched our dataset for those genes specifically 154 

responding to the increase in cytokinin levels in the procambium cell cluster only. We found 155 

that among the top candidates, CYTOKININ OXIDASE3 (CKX3/AT5G56970) was recovered 156 

as specifically induced by cytokinin in procambium cells (Fig. 2c-d and Data S3). As CKX 157 

proteins have been shown to reduce levels of active cytokinin 26,28, CKX3 could be the factor 158 

to counteract the flow of active cytokinin from the xylem cells and ensure well balanced 159 

cytokinin levels. Indeed, previous reports suggested that cytokinin could balance itself by 160 

promoting cytokinin oxidase expression 29,30. We confirmed the cytokinin inducibility CKX3 161 

in procambium cells by generating a pCKX3::nYFP-GUS transcriptional reporter using a 162 

4.2kb promoter fragment (Fig. 2e-f). Upon transfer to 10 M BAP for 3h, a significant 163 

increase in CKX3 expression levels in procambium cells was observed (Fig. 2g-i) as 164 

predicted by the scRNA-seq dataset (Fig. 2c-d and Fig. S5e).  165 

To further understand if the CKX3 regulation by cytokinin is related to TMO5/LHW, we first 166 

confirmed by Q-RT-PCR that relative expression levels are increased upon induction of the 167 

TMO5/LHW heterodimer and downregulated in tmo5 double and triple mutants (Fig. 3a), 168 

supporting that CKX3 indeed acts downstream of TMO5/LHW. We next introduced the 169 

transcriptional pCKX3::nYFP/GUS line (Fig. 3b-e) and a newly generated translational 170 

pCKX3::CKX3:GFP reporter lines (Fig. 3f-i) in the dGR background. Upon misexpression of 171 

TMO5/LHW, expression of CKX3 increased and now marked the entire vascular cylinder 172 

(Fig. 3d-e, h-i). To further assess a possible role for CKX3 during vascular development, we 173 

analyzed phenotypes upon loss of function of CKX3 and its close homolog CKX5, which 174 

shows a similar expression pattern as predicted by our scRNA-seq dataset (Fig. S5f, S7a-b) 175 
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and validated by a newly generated 3.5kb pCKX5::nYFP/GUS reporter line (Fig. S7c-d). The 176 

ckx3 ckx5 double mutant 24, but not the ckx3 or ckx5 single mutants, showed additional 177 

metaxylem cell files in over 60% of plants analyzed (Fig. S7e-h, l) and vascular cell file 178 

number was increased (Fig. S7m-q). This is opposite to the effect of reducing cytokinin 179 

biosynthesis in log higher order mutants (Fig. S7i-l) 4,16. These results suggest that CKX3 (in 180 

collaboration with CKX5) is involved in modulating vascular cytokinin levels. To further 181 

investigate the importance of CKX3 function downstream of TMO5/LHW, we generated 182 

pRPS5A::CKX3:YFP misexpression lines in the dGR background. Unlike the dGR control 183 

situation where DEX treatment inhibited protoxylem differentiation (Fig. 3j-k, o) and 184 

increased vascular cell file number (Fig. 3p-q, t) 6, CKX3 misexpression completely 185 

repressed TMO5/LHW function (Fig. 3l-m, o, r-t). These results show that TMO5/LHW not 186 

only promotes release of active cytokinin via LOG4 and BGLU44, but at the same time 187 

represses active cytokinin in procambium cells via CKX3 in order to maintain optimal levels 188 

of cytokinin for normal vascular development. To further examine the importance of 189 

TMO5/LHW in CKX3 regulation, we treated wild type and tmo5 triple mutants with 190 

exogenous cytokinin. While cytokinin increased relative expression levels of CKX3 in a wild 191 

type Col-0 background, this response was repressed in the absence of TMO5 activity (Fig. 192 

S7r) suggesting that TMO5/LHW is an important regulator of CKX3 expression. Considering 193 

TMO5 and CKX3 expression domains are in neighboring cell types, we hypothesize there 194 

must be a mobile intermediate connecting these two factors. 195 

 196 

SHR bridges TMO5/LHW-dependent regulation of CKX3 expression 197 

The mobile transcription factor SHORT-ROOT (SHR) has been shown to directly bind to the 198 

CKX3 promoter region and regulate its expression levels 31. Although cytokinin levels 31 and 199 

signaling (Fig. S8a-c) are high in a shr-2 mutant background, CKX3 expression levels are 200 

reduced 31. This suggests that although CKX3 expression levels can be controlled by 201 

cytokinin and SHR, both mobile in the vascular tissues, the dominant form of regulation acts 202 

via SHR. To explore the importance of SHR in the connection between TMO5/LHW and 203 

CKX3 regulation during vascular development, we first introduced a pSHR::SHR:GFP 204 

translational reporter line in dGR plants. Upon induction of TMO5/LHW by DEX treatment, 205 

the SHR:GFP fusion protein was ectopically present throughout the root meristem (Fig. S8d-206 

g). To understand if this was caused by regulation at the transcriptional level, we next 207 

introduced a pSHR::nYFP/GUS transcriptional reporter line in dGR. Also in this case, 208 
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induction of TMO5/LHW caused ectopic expression of SHR throughout the root meristem 209 

(Fig. 4a-d), suggesting TMO5/LHW might control SHR expression. These results were 210 

further supported by Q-RT-PCR data showing relative expression levels of SHR were 211 

increased in a TMO5/LHW heterodimer misexpression line and repressed in tmo5 higher 212 

order mutant lines (Fig. S8h). To evaluate if TMO5/LHW directly activates SHR expression, 213 

we fused a 2.5kb promoter fragment of SHR 32 to luciferase and introduced this construct in 214 

tobacco leaves in the presence of TMO5/LHW. pSHR::LUC was induced by TMO5/LHW, 215 

while this was not the case in the negative controls and not significantly different in presence 216 

of the individual members of the dimer (Fig. 4e-f), fitting with the previous findings that 217 

TMO5 and LHW act as obligate heterodimer 6,9. These results were confirmed by ChIP-Q-218 

RT-PCR (Fig. S3b). Taken together, these results suggest that TMO5/LHW directly binds to 219 

the SHR promoter region to activate its expression.  220 

To further study the genetic relationship between SHR and the TMO5/LHW heterodimer 221 

complex, we introduced the shr-2 mutation 33 into a dGR background by crossing. Although 222 

some periclinal divisions were still observed, vascular cell file numbers were not significantly 223 

increased in the presence of the shr-2 mutation (Fig. 4g-k), suggesting that SHR is required 224 

for normal TMO5/LHW function. We observed a loss of protoxylem differentiation in shr-2 225 

both with and without induction of dGR (Fig. S8i-m), in line with the high cytokinin levels in 226 

this mutant background 31. Moreover, we found that xylem expressed SHR 227 

(pTMO5::SHR:GFP) is capable of moving throughout the vascular bundle (Fig. 4l-o), and is 228 

capable of rescuing the shr-2 root length and ground tissue cell identity phenotypes in a dose-229 

dependent manner (Fig. S9). This indicates that TMO5/LHW driven SHR protein can move 230 

from xylem cells into adjacent procambium cells to regulate CKX3 expression and in this 231 

way balance overall cytokinin levels. The relevance of TMO5/LHW regulation on the 232 

extended SHR transcriptional pathway was further highlighted by the fact that also its 233 

interactor SCARECROW and downstream target miRNA165 are controlled by TMO5/LHW 234 

activity (Fig. S8n-s). As such, the xylem axis work as a central organizer for vascular 235 

development and patterning via SHR.  236 

 237 

Spatiotemporal regulation of cytokinin levels during vascular development 238 

Our results suggest that downstream of TMO5/LHW, the LOG4 and BGLU44 enzymes 239 

cooperatively work to increase levels of active cytokinin in the xylem axis, while CKX3 240 
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reduces cytokinin levels in the neighboring procambium cells via SHR as mobile 241 

intermediate, and independent of cytokinin signaling. These results are in line with the 242 

hypothesis that the xylem axis acts as an insensitive source of active cytokinin which is 243 

thought to diffuse to the neighboring procambium cells 4,5. In the procambium domain, cells 244 

are responsive to cytokinin 3,4,17,27 and thus require a repressive mechanism to cope with the 245 

influx of active cytokinin and obtain optimal levels for normal development. We next 246 

questioned if these different factors responsible for the increase and decrease of active 247 

cytokinin levels are activated simultaneously or in sequence. By analyzing the temporal 248 

changes in expression levels via Q-RT-PCR, we show that LOG4 is increased in expression 249 

levels around 30’-1h after TMO5/LHW induction (Fig. 4p), quickly followed by BGLU44 250 

induction starting around 1h after induction (Fig. 4q). SHR expression levels are also induced 251 

from 1h onwards (Fig. 4r), leading to the induction of CKX3 as direct SHR target at 3h after 252 

induction (Fig. 4s). A similar trend was observed when analyzing the transcriptional reporter 253 

lines for LOG4, BGLU44 and SHR, and a protein fusion reporter for CKX3 genes (Fig. S10a-254 

c, Fig. S11), further corroborating that induction of active cytokinin levels via LOG4 and 255 

BGLU44, and repression via SHR and CKX3 are sequential events upon TMO5/LHW 256 

induction. Previous mathematical models 4,34 had predicted a network that was conceptually 257 

sufficient to determine the correct position of auxin response around an initial asymmetry in 258 

cellular pattern. However, these models considered only a fixed basal rate of auxin synthesis, 259 

and did not consider how robust this output would be in regards to fluctuations in auxin input. 260 

In order to better understand the spatiotemporal wiring of this network, we generated a 261 

mathematical model comprising these molecular players in their respective cells (for a 262 

detailed description, see Supplemental Materials and Methods) with auxin signaling as 263 

input to TMO5/LHW and cytokinin signaling as output. This model was based around a 264 

simplified tissue geometry, but considered fluctuations in the auxin signaling input over time. 265 

In the model, the wiring of activation and repression modules is capable of dampening fast 266 

oscillating auxin inputs into a continuous cytokinin response, while remaining responsive to 267 

slower changes of auxin (see Model Description). This response was not dependent on the 268 

amplitude of the auxin signaling input, meaning that both small and large changes have an 269 

impact on the cytokinin signaling output as long as the frequency of the modulation is low 270 

(see Model Description).  271 

 272 
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In conclusion, our findings point to a tight spatiotemporal regulation of cytokinin levels via 273 

sequential induction and repression modules, all originating from the same bHLH 274 

heterodimer complex (Fig. S12). As such, we found that a single transcription factor complex 275 

controls multiple biosynthesis and degradation steps of a phytohormone to regulate tissue 276 

development in space and time. The fact that these modules with opposite function are 277 

initiated as direct targets of the TMO5/LHW complex, suggests that cytokinin levels might 278 

be balanced without the need for intermediate sensing via canonical CRE1/AHK4/WOL 279 

receptor signaling 17,35. Rather, differences in spatiotemporal activity of these modules might 280 

be sufficient to control levels of active cytokinin in the respective tissues and drive the 281 

observed self-organizing capacities of vascular patterning and growth 4,34,36. Intriguingly, our 282 

modeling efforts suggest that these cytokinin signaling controlled processes would not be 283 

influenced by fast fluctuations in auxin signaling in the root apical meristem. Rather, vascular 284 

patterning and growth controlled by the TMO5/LHW dimer would be sensitive to slow and 285 

gradual changes in the auxin input. Although additional experimental work is required to 286 

support this hypothesis, this emerging property of the model makes sense in the context of a 287 

growing tissue where growth and patterning responds to gradual modulation of hormone 288 

levels. Our work also identifies the central xylem cells as a tissue organizer for vascular 289 

development and highlights TMO5/LHW as upstream regulator of SHR, a central 290 

transcriptional hub controlling several distinct aspects of growth and development in vascular 291 

and other tissues 33,37-39.Given that MP was previously shown to control SHR expression 40, it 292 

is conceivable that within the context of vascular development this regulation is indirect, and 293 

requires TMO5 as an intermediate factor. It remains to be determined if and how 294 

TMO5/LHW would be connected to other SHR-controlled processes during plant 295 

development.  296 
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436 

Fig. 1. BGLU44 and LOG4 cooperatively produce active cytokinin downstream of 437 

TMO5/LHW. a, Schematic representation of the strategy to identify BGLU44 as putative 438 

target gene of TMO5/LHW. b, Relative expression levels of BGLU44 and LOG4 in wild type 439 

(Col-0), TMO5/LHW misexpression, and tmo5, tmo5 tmo5like1 (t5 t5l1) and tmo5 tmo5like1 440 

tmo5like3 (t5 t5l1 t5l3) mutant backgrounds (*:p<0.05). c-f, Expression of 441 
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pBGLU44::nYFP/GUS in the dGR root meristem grown on mock medium and transferred to 442 

mock or 10 M DEX for 24h. Asterisks indicate endodermis cell layer. g-k, Microscopic 443 

images of xylem differentiation in the mentioned genotypes. p: protoxylem, m: metaxylem. l, 444 

Quantification of the different classes of xylem phenotypes shown in panels g-k. m-p, 445 

Confocal images of root meristems expressing pTCSn::ntdTomato reporter in the mentioned 446 

genotypes. Arrows in p indicate cortex cell layer. q, Quantification of the pTCSn::ntdTomato 447 

mean pixel intensity in the mentioned genotypes. r, in vitro BGLU44 enzymatic activity on a 448 

range of cytokinin glycoside substrates. s, in vitro cleavage of O-glucosylated cytokinins by 449 

BGLU44. t, Overview of total endogenous cytokinin levels in root tips of the indicated lines. 450 

Lower-case letters in graphs indicate significantly different groups as determined by one-way 451 

ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD testing (p<0.001). Asterisks in graphs indicate 452 

significance values as determined by standard two-sided t-tests. Black lines indicates mean 453 

values and grey boxes indicate data ranges. Scale bars in c-k and m-p are 50 m. In all 454 

panels, n represents the number of replicates or data points; all data and statistics are 455 

summarized in Data S4.  456 
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457 

Fig. 2 Single cell transcriptional changes in root meristem cells upon cytokinin 458 

treatment. a, UMAP plot showing the merge of the mock and CK samples and an overview 459 

of the experimental metrics for both samples. b, UMAP plot of the merged data with 460 

indications of the different cell identities. LRC: lateral root cap; PX: protoxylem; MX: 461 

metaxylem; SE: sieve element; CC: companion cell. The most central dark blue cell cluster is 462 

the initial cell cluster. c-d, feature plots of CKX3 expression in the mock (c) and CK (d) 463 

datasets showing a tissues specific induction in the procambium cells. e-h, Expression of 464 

pCKX3::nYFP/GUS in the root meristem grown on mock medium and transferred to mock or 465 

10 M BAP for 3h. Asterisks indicate endodermis cell layer. Arrowheads indicate xylem 466 

axis. Scale bars are 50 m. i, Quantification of the experiment described in E-H. Lower-case 467 

letters on top of the boxplots indicate significantly different groups as determined by one-way 468 

ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD testing (p<0.001). In all panels, n represents the number 469 

of replicates or data points; all data and statistics are summarized in Data S4.  470 
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471 

Fig. 3 CKX3 balances cytokinin levels downstream of TMO5/LHW a, Relative 472 

expression levels of CKX3 in wild type (Col-0), TMO5/LHW misexpression, and tmo5, tmo5 473 

tmo5like1 (t5 t5l1) and tmo5 tmo5like1 tmo5like3 (t5 t5l1 t5l3) mutant backgrounds 474 

(*:p<0.05). b-i, Expression of pCKX3::nYFP/GUS and pCKX3::CKX3:GFP in the dGR root 475 

meristem grown on mock medium and transferred to mock or 10 M DEX for 24h. Asterisks 476 

indicate endodermis cell layer. j-n, Microscopic images of xylem differentiation in the 477 

mentioned genotypes. p: protoxylem, m: metaxylem. o, Quantification of the different classes 478 

of xylem phenotypes shown in panels j-n. p-s, Confocal cross section images through the root 479 

meristem of the mentioned genotypes grown on mock medium and transferred to mock or 10 480 

M DEX for 24h. t, Quantification of the number of vascular cell files shown in panels p-s. 481 

Lower-case letters on top of the boxplots indicate significantly different groups as determined 482 

by one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD testing (p<0.001). Asterisks in graphs 483 
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indicate significance values as determined by standard two-sided t-tests. Black lines indicates 484 

mean values and grey boxes indicate data ranges. Scale bars in b-n and p-s are 50 m. In all 485 

panels, n represents the number of replicates or data points; all data and statistics are 486 

summarized in Data S4.  487 
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 488 

Fig. 4 SHR bridges TMO5/LHW-dependent regulation of CKX3 expression. a-d, 489 

Expression of pSHR::nYFP/GUS in the dGR root meristem grown on mock medium and 490 

transferred to mock or 10 M DEX for 24h. Asterisks indicate endodermis cell layer. e-f, 491 

Transient Luciferase assay in Tobacco leaves showing pSHR::LUC expression in the 492 

mentioned combination of introduced constructs. g-j, Confocal cross section images through 493 

the root meristem of the mentioned genotypes grown on mock medium and transferred to 494 

mock or 10 M DEX for 24h. k, Quantification of the number of vascular and endodermis 495 

cell files shown in panels g-j. The x in panels i and j indicate cells with mixed cortex-496 

endodermis identity in the shr-2 mutant. l-o, Expression of pTMO5::n3GFP and 497 
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pTMO5::SHR:GFP in the root meristem grown on mock medium. p-s, Relative expression 498 

levels of LOG4, BGLU44, SHR and CKX3 in dGR grown on mock and transferred to 10 M 499 

DEX for the indicated time before sampling. Lower-case letters on top of the graphs indicate 500 

significantly different groups as determined by one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey HSD 501 

testing (p<0.001). Asterisks in graphs indicate significance values as determined by standard 502 

two-sided t-tests (* p<0.05). Black lines indicates mean values and grey boxes indicate data 503 

ranges. In all panels, n represents the number of replicates or data points; all data and 504 

statistics are summarized in Data S4. 505 
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